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Urban legend - Wikipedia
An urban legend or contemporary legend is a genre of folklore comprising stories circulated as true, especially as having happened to a "friend of a friend" or family member, often with horrifying or humorous elements. These legends can be entertaining but often concern mysterious peril or troubling events, such as disappearances and strange objects. They may also be confirmation of ...

The Grammarphobia Blog: In Jesus’ name or Jesus’s name?

Rule of thumb - Wikipedia
Rule of thumb is an approximate method for doing something, based on practical experience rather than theory. This usage of the phrase can be traced back to the seventeenth century and has been associated with various trades where quantities were measured by comparison to the width or length of a thumb. A modern folk etymology holds that the phrase is derived from the maximum ...

Xmas - Wikipedia
Xmas (Christmas) 聖なる日
Open letter from the BMJ to Mark Zuckerberg | Hacker News
Correct. The last step needed: the debunkers need to debunk the myths not in their cozy groups and websites, but in the enemy's lair. This achieves two purposes: First, those reading the myths will immediately see the refusal. They don't need to search through multiple websites. They don't have to go through the layers of meaningless arguments.

origins of the specious myths
This is known in British circles as the "Expulsion Myth". Argentina uses it to support the specious argument that By using such false history, Argentina obtained UN Resolution 2065 in
the “expulsion myth” - argentina’s greatest historical falsehood
At other times, a specious one is presented In some versions of the myth, it is the First Zionist Congress (rather than the rabbis of Vienna) that dispatches the two representatives.

'married to another man': an irresistible anti-zionist myth
"That whole power and control thing as an end in itself is a myth. Power and control is used at the University of New Mexico, claims it's specious to separate violence and sex.

rape, the most intimate of crimes
As with just about every Halloween myth, repeating it doesn't make it tossing pounds of candy and other treats every year on specious grounds. A razor blade isn't exactly the easiest thing

5 halloween myths that just ruin the holiday for everyone
The point this report seeks to make is that the myth of conversion remains a bogey traces the post-independence legal history of the freedom of religion laws in the different States of India.

criminalizing the practice of faith
Then as now, Southern legislatures justified limiting the franchise with specious claims about electoral important than ever to take stock of our history and its consequences, as King did

martin luther king, jr.,’s history lessons
Her primary theme is the underlying racism, and by extension sexism, that pervades the history of genre SF in the US or Niven, from any and all specious attacks. The issue here is the difference

notes, reports, and correspondence
The sheer numbers suggest that social media falsehoods are shared by well-meaning people from listening to the truth and wander off into myths.” The Buddha laid out 10 criteria to help

thou shalt not share false witness
They only knew that he represented them in
some specious way. So defeat in a major JS: Your personal history is rooted in that time and place. Your father was a rancher, and you’ve written

**the cold eye of larry mcmurtry**

**genes and the agents of life**
Guest Blogged by Brad Jacobson of MediaBloodhound While cable news dutifully devotes nonstop coverage to the latest random criminal cases --- kidnappings, shootouts, murderous

**special report: ivins anthrax case another black eye for network news**
Totally agree with everything you’ve said about Barr’s specious response Collectively, we needed the myth of his rectitude. I think that’s what’s going on here. Mueller might well

**who is bob mueller? what is he doing?**
During the past three years, six significant studies have conclusively placed Jules Verne among those writers whose works mark a turn not only in the history of utopian and minded approach finally

**jules verne and french literary criticism (ii)**
In light of disputes over the meaning of Article XXVIII of the Left is to show precisely why their reasoning has been specious and false.” Ah, yes, such an “obvious remedy.”

**bench memos**
But this is a specious perception. Have you ever noticed that sometimes that phrase has earned you a snappy reaction? Early on, I worked in acute settings, where people were frequently in crisis.

**psychology today**
It has been almost a year since some of our fellow citizens were duped into believing a myth portrayed on them that our elections were not
legitimate. These individuals led by then political

**letters to the editor thursday, jan. 6**

How Dissent on Gender Bias in Academia Affects Science and Society: Learning from the Case of Climate Change Denial - Volume 88 Issue 4

**how dissent on gender bias in academia affects science and society: learning from the case of climate change denial**

Nearly twenty years in, and many podcasters still have trouble thinking of podcasting as an industry. But our problem does not plague cash-flush brands looking to enter our industry.

**a brands-eye view of the podcasting industry**

With a worldwide resurgence in rail travel, should more of us be swapping our cars for carriages? By Sally Blundell. The nor-wester blew. The bunting fluttered. The guard signalled. At 2.02pm on

**back on track: the resurgence of rail**

Arkes asserts that “the obvious remedy to the overreaching of the Left is to show precisely why their reasoning has been specious and (and silence), structure, history, and tradition

**bench memos**

The reason is that Baer’s temper tantrum was in service of one of the beloved myths of the religious right, the belief that as long as you carefully keep from mentioning sex to teenagers

**why are the book-banning crusaders obsessed with sex but not violence?**

In one of my favorite incidents in American history, Tubman decided to undergo open-skull brain surgery to alleviate a childhood injury when she was in her 70s—she refused anesthesia

**millennial athwart**

Another specious argument made during the listening sessions suggested that birds covered by the Endangered Species Act or the Migratory Bird Treaty Act should be exempt from the protections of the
birds poised to finally get animal welfare act protections
This advertisement has not loaded yet, but your article continues below. The reality is that we restrict plenty of behaviours where we judge that the harm to others outweighs the limits to

opinion, editorials, columns and analysis | national post
“Before the bar of history, Caligula, the bar of history!” cries Camus’s odious yet fascinating Roman emperor. Caligula’s very last words in the play, uttered with a gasping laugh as he is being

camus today
Last month, large parts of the southern United States experienced their coldest temperatures since the 1899 Blizzard. Some of us set new all-time lows, and I was right in the middle of the middle

ask hackaday: how do you prepare?
That #GivingTuesday might cannibalize year-end giving is “a specious argument,” MacLaughlin said. “I’ve heard the same thing about online giving for 10 years: Donors who would have given through a

giving tuesday: more orgs, more money, more questions about donors
“…the City of Portland is 450,000 people. It’s a homogeneous community that is very white... We are a very diverse, disjointed city of 4 million people... So we

portland’s “whiteness” cited as reason for bike-friendliness
Also: Diebold Memory Cards Unaccounted For; Public Record Request by Election Integrity Advocates on Ground Reveal 550+ Votes Read as Blank by Op-Scanner in Stratham Clinton, Kucinich Observers

nh contest: diebold miscounts reported across many candidates, wards, in first day of election contest hand counts
Hallelujah! The selectors have finally picked a NSW Origin team on form and not incumbency.
Watching the NSW coaching staff scratch their heads, wondering why they have lost three consecutive

adam bishop
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